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Members of the Portland City Council:

I am writing this email to oppose the proposal to build a SRV on NW
Naito Parkway SRV - 1100 block of NW Naito. And support the
proposed on street camping ban.

The community currently has an operating shelter - Harbor of Hope (aka
River District Navigation Center) - a 9500 square foot, 120 bed, no-barrier
facility. 

With this addition the neighborhood has accepted the weekly, sometimes
daily ambulance & fire truck stops to the Navigation Center.

Since the center opened camping and trash have increased within the
radius of the Center and it is an exhausting process to have any city
services come to support it is always someone else's job.

With Harbor of Hope in our community we are doing our part to support
the houseless.  We clean up the trash and work to keep the neighborhood
safe.

To ADD ANOTHER HOMELESS SHELTER an SRV right right next
door puts an unacceptable strain on a neighborhood that is dealing with a
subculture of major drug use, addiction, robbery, bodily harm, physical
assault, sex trafficking, prostitution, shootings and death are the norm
across our city.  It is a additional threat to public safety.

I support banning camping on the street, I support the Bybee Lakes
model of shelter, I support safe campuses with services placed outside
high density established neighborhoods - I am opposed to the SRV on
NW Naito.

Michael Galizio
mg9@hush.com
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Portland Oregon 97209

“Every record has been destroyed or falsified, every book rewritten, every picture has been repainted, every
statue and street building has been renamed, every date has been altered. And the process is continuing day
by day and minute by minute. History has stopped.”
― George Orwell, 1984
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